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From the Editors’ Desk 
 

We are pleased to present the third issue of Bayan, a quarterly on the Arab society in 

Israel, published by the Konrad Adenauer Program for Jewish-Arab Cooperation at 

the Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies at Tel Aviv 

University. This issue and forthcoming issues are published in cooperation with the 

Institute for National Security Studies (INSS) Program for the Study of Arabs in 

Israel. 

Since the publication of Bayan’s second issue in September 2014, several dramatic 

changes have occurred in relations between the Jewish and Arab citizens of Israel. At 

first there was a serious deterioration, and then a temporary calm, and recently, 

tensions have been on the rise as the clashes in Jerusalem and the Temple Mount (al-

Aqsa Mosque) have escalated. Tensions reached a peak in demonstrations and 

protests after police shot Khayr al-Din Hamdan in Kafr Kanna in November 2014. 

Later, clashes broke out between Muslims and Druze in Abu Snan. There is also 

increasing tension over the “Israel as the Nation-State of the Jewish People" Basic 

Law. In general, since the summer, the continuing tension has threatened the delicate 

fabric of relations between the majority and minority in Israel. 

We are pleased to feature in this issue of Bayan an article by Prof. Elie Rekhess of 

Northwestern University. Professor Rekhess, founder of the Konrad Adenauer 

Program for Jewish-Arab Cooperation, is one of the world’s leading experts in the 

study of Arab politics and society in Israel. His article “Between Alienated Elites and 

the Developing Middle Class” analyzes the latest developments, their impact on Arab 

society, and the trend toward radicalization vs. the trend toward integration. 

The next section, “Trends in the Arab Media and Social Networks in Israel,” was 

translated and edited by Manal Hreib and Netta Hazan. It presents a selection of 

articles in the media and from Facebook pages from September-November 2014. 

 

We invite our readers to contact us, through the following channels: 

 The Konrad Adenauer Program for Jewish-Arab Cooperation: 

Dr. Itamar Radai (Academic Director) 

Tel.: 03-6406438 

Fax: 03-6406046 

E-mail: itamar.radai@nyu.edu 

 

Arik Rudnitzky (Project Manager) 

Tel. 03-6409991 

Email: arabpol@post.tau.ac.il 

 

 Moshe Dayan Center website :  www.dayan.org. 

 

 

  

mailto:itamar.radai@nyu.edu
mailto:arabpol@post.tau.ac.il
http://www.dayan.org/
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© All rights reserved to the Konrad Adenauer Program of Jewish-Arab Cooperation, 

Tel Aviv University, 2014. Material may be photocopied for non-commercial use and 

quoted when properly cited, including source, editors, and place of publication. 

Reproduction of the publication is prohibited without permission from the editors. 

 

The Konrad Adenauer Program for Jewish-Arab Cooperation was established in 2004 

by the German Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung and Tel Aviv University as part of the 

Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies. The Program is an 

expansion of the Program on Arab Politics in Israel established by the Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung and Tel Aviv University in 1995. The purpose of the Program is to 

deepen the knowledge and understanding of Jewish-Arab relations in Israel through 

conferences, public lectures and workshops, as well as research studies, publications 

and documentation 

 

The editorials reflect the opinions of their authors only. 

 

Bayan is published simultaneously in Hebrew and English. We would like to thank 

the Neubauer Family Foundation for its generous support of this publication. 

 

The Editors 
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Elie Rekhess* / Between Alienated Elites and the 
Developing Middle Class 
 

Two opposing trends presently characterize the Arab society in Israel; one, guided and 

driven by political, intellectual, and academic elites, is a reconsideration of the 

relations paradigm between Jews and Arabs that emerged since 1948 and the 

presentation of alternatives to the “1948 Model”. The second trend can be seen in the 

increasingly strong Arab middle class, whose priorities are not necessarily focused on 

politics, but rather reflecting a keen interest to further integrate into Israeli society. 

The process of political and ideological alienation, also known as “Palestinization” or 

“radicalization,” has been going on for decades. It mainly represents a stronger 

affinity towards Palestinian national identity among the Arabs in Israel, at the expense 

of their feeling of belonging in Israel. Recently, several internal and external factors 

have joined together to further accelerate the trend toward alienation: the lack of 

progress in resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, military confrontations 

(Operation Protective Edge being the most recent one), and the Islamization of the 

conflict, reflected in this case in the rise of Hamas. On the domestic front, resentment 

towards the state is growing because of increasing socioeconomic disparities and the 

deepening exclusion from foci of power in Israeli society. 

The cumulative impact of these processes on Arab radicalization is evident in the 

ongoing ideological drift among the elites: a new conceptualization of the status of 

Arabs as a national minority with collective rights, reopening the “cases of 1948,” talk 

of the “right of return” of Arabs in Israel, the de-legitimization of Israel as a Jewish 

state, and increasing support for the idea of a binational state. 

As indicated by events of last summer, political elites have the power to mobilize the 

masses. The Arab public’s responses to the war in Gaza were partly spontaneous, but 

the political leadership proved that it has the ability to mobilize the public to 

demonstrate and protest, sometimes violently. The security forces, whose fingers were 

light on the trigger, as in the case of Kafr Kanna, supply the grounds — apparently 

justified — to deepen the rift. 

The growing influence of the Jewish religious-nationalist right wing in Israel is 

contributing to inflaming passions and encouraging radicalization; for example: anti-

Arab legislation, some of which may even be considered racist, such as the law 

governing admissions committees for communal settlements or the “Nakba Law.” The 

Jewish Nation-State Draft Bill, recently promoted by the Prime Minister, is a clear 

example of this trend toward civil exclusion. 

The wave of Arab riots and demonstrations during and after Operation Protective 

Edge led to an escalation in Israeli leaders’ response. Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu announced that he would direct the Ministry of the Interior to examine the 

possibility of revoking the citizenship of those calling for the destruction of the State 

of Israel, while Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman called for a boycott on 

businesses that participated in the strike by Arabs to protest the war in Gaza. The 

Jewish public’s response to the marriage of Morel Malka and Muhammad Mansour 

                                                
* Prof. Elie Rekhess is founder of the Konrad Adenauer Program for Jewish-Arab Cooperation and 

was its first director. He is currently a professor of Middle Eastern History and Israel Studies at 

Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. 
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also included serious manifestations of racism, and some even expressed resentment 

and hostility toward Golani Brigade Commander Colonel Rassan Alian (a Druze). In 

this context, President Reuven Rivlin’s brave words at the memorial ceremony for 

those killed in Kafr Kassem were a ray of light and hope. 

However, the worrisome developments (and we still have not mentioned that some 

Arab citizens of Israel have been joining the Islamic State) should be kept in 

proportion. Relations between Jews and Arabs have yet to collapse. Indeed, in the past 

there have been difficult times when all hope appeared to be lost; nevertheless, the 

foundation of Jewish-Arab relations has proven to be impressively resilient. 

One of the sources for this resilience is the consolidation of an opposing trend: the rise 

of an Arab middle class, which is focused on establishing its socioeconomic status. To 

eliminate possible misunderstandings, one should emphasize that Palestinian-Arab 

nationalism has not been marginalized among this class; on the contrary. Yet 

concurrently, this new class renounces the political leadership and is instead seeking 

its place in Israeli society. 

It should be emphasized that the socioeconomic disparity between Jews and Arabs is 

still significant and is a constant source of frustration and pent-up anger. It is evident 

in every possible area: employment of women, education (dropout rates, matriculation 

exam pass rates, the number of university students), infrastructure, industrialization, 

and economic development. However, at the same time, a middle class with 

reasonable economic means is forming. Action taken by the government, particularly 

through the Authority for the Economics Development of the Minorities Sector has 

begun to bear fruit, and thirty-two employment centers have been established. While 

the rate of employment in hi-tech professions is low, it has steadily increased: in 

2008, there were thirty-six workers in hi-tech companies in Nazareth, and by 2014, 

the number had jumped to 400. The number of Arabs in hi-tech professions remains 

marginal (1,200), though between 2008 and 2013, the percentage of Arab hi-tech 

workers out of the total number of people employed in the field rose from 0.5 percent 

to 1.5 percent. Professions such as pharmacy science, for example, are nearly 

“controlled” by Arabs. Eleven percent of all doctors in Israel are Arabs, including 

twenty-three department heads and two heads of hospitals. 

We are also witnessing a trend toward abandonment of the traditional, conservative 

way of life and adoption of a modern lifestyle. In housing, for example, there is a 

tendency to replace the framework of the hamula (clan) with high-density, saturated 

housing. Cultural changes are also evident, and there is an increasing tendency to 

consume Israeli, though not necessarily Jewish, cultural products, particularly during 

leisure hours. On weekends, the Tel Aviv port has numerous Arab visitors—

individuals, couples, and families—who come to the bustling site to shop and eat. The 

spoken language among many is “Arabebrew,” a hybrid local dialect combining 

Hebrew and spoken Arabic. 

As noted, these are only initial signs. Some of the observations noted above are 

impressionistic in nature. No comprehensive study has yet been conducted  to 

examine these trends according to reliable scientific criteria. Nevertheless, the trend 

should not be ignored. The crucial question is which will prevail, alienation or 

integration. 
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Manal Hreib and Netta Hazan / Trends in the 
Arab Media and Social Networks in Israel, 
September-November 2014  
 

Last summer, increasing tensions and hostility were evident in relations between Arab 

citizens and their Jewish counterparts, and between Arab citizens and the State of 

Israel. The Israeli reality consists of a basic tension between the sides that may 

escalate as a result of the events of last summer, as was the case with similar events in 

the past. During Operation Protective Edge, Arab citizens’ Facebook pages were 

flooded with comments expressing bitterness at the “price tag” attacks and 

identification with the Palestinian people, along with calls to support them and come 

to their aid. However, in retrospect, we can see that the “Arab street” in Israel was 

generally restrained in its responses, indicating a reluctance to be dragged into 

escalation.  

In the aftermath of Operation Protective Edge, the conversation on social networks 

about democracy and the rights of Arab citizens continued. Arab print media and 

social networks were marked by accusations towards prominent political figures, 

government institutions, and the police. Their complaints focused on racism, 

discrimination, persecution, and an ambivalent attitude to the rights of Arab citizens 

and to their distress. Statements by political figures about the Arab public, promotion 

of laws perceived as discriminating against Arabs, the demolition of homes and 

expropriation of land, and police attitudes toward Arab citizens have all led to 

resentment and mistrust. 

The media especially discussed national service for Arab citizens and induction into 

the army, especially the drafting of Christians. These subjects have been the focus of 

discussions, mainly Facebook pages and posts over the past few months.  

The conversation began after Interior Minister Gideon Saar ordered that Christians 

wishing to be registered as Arameans, a nationality separate from Arab nationality, be 

allowed to do so, and that this should be anchored in a separate listing in the 

population registry. Dozens of Facebook pages were flooded with opposition, while 

those encouraging the move were pushed to the sidelines. 

Shortly after the political tensions following Operation Cast Lead began to subside, a 

proposal to alter the status quo regarding the Temple Mount (the al-Aqsa Mosque) 

reignited the flames.  

The issue sparked protests and violence in East Jerusalem and increased the religious 

and political tension. Meanwhile, President Reuven Rivlin chose to visit Kafr Kassem 

and attend a memorial ceremony marking fifty-eight years since the massacre 

perpetrated by the IDF. The president’s visit surprised many members of the Arab 

public, was covered sympathetically by Arab media in Israel, and encouraged 

advocates of Arab-Jewish coexistence. 

 

                                                
 Ms. Manal Hreib is a doctoral candidate at the Technion, a Neubauer research fellow, and a 
researcher in the Program for the Study of Arabs in Israel at the Institute for National Security Studies. 

Ms. Netta Hazan completed a master’s degree in the Hebrew University’s program in conflict 

resolution and is a research assistant in the Program for the Study of Arabs in Israel at the Institute for 

National Security Studies. 
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Below are excerpts from the press and Facebook on three topics: 

1. The events at the al-Aqsa Mosque, in East Jerusalem,  and in Kafr Kanna 

2. The president’s visit to Kafr Kassem 

3. National and military service 

 

The Events at the al-Aqsa Mosque, in East Jerusalem, and in 
Kafr Kanna  

 

From the Facebook page of MK Talab Abu ‘Arar (Ra‘am-Ta‘al), October 6, 

2014 

The intention to open another gate for Jewish worshippers to enter the al-Aqsa 

Mosque means starting a war and setting the area aflame … I call urgently upon the 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Palestinian Authority to sever relations with 

Israel. If there is [another] change in the current situation, the Jordanian Parliament 

should intervene [and decide to sever relations], just as the Knesset is intervening. The 

Palestinian Authority should do its part by cutting off security communication and 

coordination with Israel. Any change will ignite a third intifada, and there is a very 

good chance that this will happen. 

 

From the Facebook page of MK Mohammad Barakeh (Hadash, Democratic 

Front for Peace and Equality), October 15, 2014 

At the entrance to the blessed al-Aqsa Mosque: Jerusalem [al-Quds] will not remain 

alone, al-Aqsa will not remain alone. The liberation of al-Aqsa will be carried out by 

defeating the occupation and declaring that Jerusalem is the capital of Palestine. 

 

From the Facebook page of MK Basel Ghattas (Balad, National Democratic 

Assembly) October 16, 2014 

The great challenge these days is support for Jerusalem, its citizens, and its holy 

places, endangered by plans for Judaization [tahwid] and constantly subjected to 

attacks by the flocks [sic] of the right-wing religious settlers, with the full support of 

the police and security forces … The government of Israel is attempting forcefully 

establish facts on the ground and to exploit the international circumstances by playing 

with fire. Our people will not allow this to happen. Jerusalem, al-Aqsa, and the 

Church of the Holy Sepulchre expect us to initiate a joint struggle of liberation from 

the occupation today and to support the Palestinian people in Jerusalem … [In 

response to a statement by Sheikh Kamal Khatib, deputy head of the northern branch 

of the Islamic Movement, that he is sure that the Islamic state, with Jerusalem as its 

capital, will be established:] The talk of Jerusalem as the capital of the Islamic 

caliphate sows dissension and prevents unity, especially at this time, when we must 

oppose Israel’s program …  
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Kul al-Arab, Nazareth, October 17, 2014 

On the day of the call to Jerusalem [a day of protests declared by the Supreme 

Monitoring Committee], clashes between police and group defending al-Aqsa, along 

with arrests 

By Muna ‘Armush  

‘A’ida Su‘luk, a resident of Lod, stated that “we came here in order to defend the al-

Aqsa Mosque because Israel is attempting to take it over. We have decided to 

continue our struggle here even if this costs us our lives. We are not afraid of laws or 

of the inhumane attitude of the police. On the contrary, every time they impose 

restrictions and prevent us from entering the mosque, they bolster our strength and our 

courage.” She further noted that “after we stood here to demonstrate, the police 

permitted us to enter al-Aqsa, and we won’t leave until all worshippers—men, 

women, and children—are allowed to enter. This is our right, and we will not allow 

anyone to deny us our rights.” 

Hadash chairman MK Mohammad Barakeh spoke at a protest held near the Lions’ 

Gate in Jerusalem: “The Israeli government of fire wishes to set Jerusalem and the al-

Aqsa Mosque ablaze, and we, as part of our people and of this place, wish to 

emphasize that Jerusalem, the al-Aqsa Mosque, and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

will not remain alone.” He added that “we [Arab citizens of Israel] are here because of 

a duty and as compensation for the fact that our people in the West Bank and Gaza 

Strip are not permitted to visit their city.” 

 

From the Facebook page of MK Ahmad Tibi (Ra‘am-Ta‘al), October 19 and 20, 

2014 

The repeated outbursts of Jewish extremists at the al-Aqsa Mosque with the pretext of 

the Jewish holidays and the coverage of the violent occupation police […] are seeking 

primarily to change the status quo [… ] We must not let the Israeli occupation succeed 

in its plan, which is catastrophic in all senses. In addition to the barricades at the al-

Aqsa Mosque and the direct struggle against all attempts to break into the mosque [… 

], we must mobilize all the diplomatic and political tools of the Arab states and start a 

PR campaign in the West …  

 

From the Facebook page of MK Mas‘ud Ghana’im (Ra‘am-Ta‘al), October 20, 

2014 

The draft bill for division [of areas for prayer between Jews and Muslims] legitimizes 

the entrance of Jews to the al-Aqsa Mosque plaza [the Temple Mount] in the name of 

freedom of belief for Muslims and Jews??? There is no limit to Israel’s gall.  

 

From the Facebook page of MK Talab Abu ‘Arar (Ra‘am-Ta‘al-Mada), October 

20, 2014 

The draft bill to divide the al-Aqsa Mosque is a declaration of war against Islam and 

the Muslims. 
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From the Facebook page of MK Issawi Frej (Meretz), October 23, 2014 

Jerusalem is burning, and the government is only inciting and adding fuel to the fire. 

There is no way to justify attacks on civilians, and particularly children [a reference to 

the terrorist attacks in Jerusalem], but we must understand that Jerusalem needs things 

to calm down and not to heat up. Settlement in the heart of Muslim neighborhoods 

with government support, abuse and neglect, and populism and incitement on both 

sides immerse Jerusalem in violence and hatred. The Netanyahu government has 

turned provocation and belligerence into a policy, and all residents of Jerusalem are 

paying the price. 

 

Kul al-Arab, October 7, 2014 

Yesterday, Thursday, dozens of women demonstrated in East Jerusalem opposite the 

Lions’ Gate and the Chain Gate of the blessed al-Aqsa Mosque, protesting denial of 

entry to the mosque to pray […] Fatina Dhiab, a woman  of East Jerusalem noted that 

“every day, we are attacked with sticks and bombs, all because we wish to enter the 

al-Aqsa Mosque. This is aggressive behavior that we cannot accept, and we want to 

pray. It is our right to enter the al-Aqsa Mosque, to pray there, and to worship God 

there, and no one has the right to deny us freedom of worship.” One of the 

demonstrators asked, “By what right are Muslims prevented from entering the al-Aqsa 

Mosque? We are not terrorists and we are not carrying weapons. The only thing we 

want is to enter and pray.” 

 

Kul al-Arab, November 8, 2014 

The crime in Kafr Kanna [the police killing of Khayr al-Din Hamdan] is the 

implementation of orders by [Internal Security Minister Yitzhak] Aharonovitch. Arab 

MKs of all political stripes have claimed that the incident in Kafr Kanna was 

fulfillment of instructions given by Internal Security Minister Yitzhak Aharonovitch, 

several days ago in occupied Jerusalem, when he called for the immediate murder of 

any Arab who is a threat [sic]. 

 

From the Facebook page of al-Hirak al-Shababi Fil-Dakhil al-Filastini,
1
 

November 9, 2014 

The Kuffiyeh Intifada 

Our students in Arab schools and student councils: Tomorrow express your 

opposition to the nefarious racist policies of the Israeli establishment and to the 

cheapening of Arab blood in our homeland, and your identification with the blood of 

the martyr Khayr Hamdan from Kafr Kanna. Tomorrow we will all go to school in 

Palestinian kuffiyehs
2
 and we’ll organize rallies in order to get the message out to the 

masses of our people. Our blood is not cheap and Jerusalem is our capital. 

 

                                                
1 “The Youth Movement in the Palestinian Interior” (a Palestinian name for pre-1967 Israel), an 

organization involved in nationalist activity and demonstrations in the past year. 

2
 Black-and-white checkered kuffiyehs, which are associated with Yasser Arafat and Fatah and 

considered a Palestinian national symbol. 
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From the Facebook page of al-Hirak al-Shababi Fil-Dakhill al-Filastini, 

November 10, 2014 

What happened today in Arab schools [in response to our call yesterday] is a decisive 

response to Israeli policy, which wishes to distort [the national] identity of our 

students, as well as a response to all those who advocate military service and ethnic 

division. The next generation will completely destroy the plans for Israelization. 

 

 

The President’s Visit to Kafr Kassem  

 

Kul al-Arab, October 26, 2014 

A senior political source from Kafr Kassem told Kul al-Arab that “when the 

discussion began about a visit by the President to Kafr Kassem there were difference  

opinions, and someone said, ‘if the President does not recognize the massacre, it is 

better for him not to come’ …  Hana ‘Amer, who was wounded in the massacre, noted 

that she ‘hoped to be invited to the President’s visit and to sit in the front row in order 

to speak to him and demand recognition of the massacre and an apology on behalf of 

the State of Israel. The time has come to deal with us like any Jewish person who was 

wounded in terrorist attacks [and to recognize us as victims of hostile actions.] We are 

all waiting for the President to surprise us; we want to hear from him what we have 

been waiting for a long time.’” 

 

From the Facebook page of MK Issawi Frej (Meretz) on the President’s visit to 

Kafr Kassem, October 26, 2014 

In today’s tense times, the President’s visit to Kafr Kassem is a step that requires 

public courage, and [President] Rivlin has again proven that he has that courage. 

Many politicians today lack his determination to lead the public and not to follow it, 

competing among themselves with inflammatory, populist statements …The visit by 

President Rivlin, the first Israeli president who has come to mark the massacre, is 

important and welcome, but the state still has not succeeded in recognizing this 

criminal incident and marking it as a state event that should be taught and from which 

we should learn. The murderers in Kafr Kassem were not extremists or terrorists; they 

were Israeli soldiers who murdered innocent Israeli citizens. The recognition and 

request for forgiveness are a necessary step on the road to a future of partnership and 

coexistence. 
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National and Military Service  

 

From the Facebook page of Baladna (“Our Land”), the Association for Arab 

Youth 

The national-civil service project, with the official Israeli name, is considered a 

complex issue and a burning matter that has preoccupied Palestinian society within 

the Green Line for many years. It is considered one of the subjects of the conflict 

between the Palestinian national forces and the Israeli establishment over Arab 

identity, the Arab presence, and the nature of relations between the Arabs, the original 

inhabitants and citizens, and the [Israeli] establishment. Israel’s policy attempts to 

dictate the nature of this relationship, particularly the security services’ projects, 

including the Israeli national-civilian service project. 

 

From the Facebook page  “We Oppose National Service, and You?” 

National Service is Your Path to the Army 

Nassim ‘Atef Shala‘ta, twenty-two years old, began by enlisting to national service in 

one of the schools in the village of ‘Araba al-Batuf and later, served in the occupation 

army [sic] and the military police. As a soldier, he found himself protecting 

settlements in the West Bank and ultimately, he was arrested three days ago [by the 

military police]. 

 

From the Facebook page of “Drafting of Arab Christians Will Not Pass,” 

October 30, 2014 

If that’s the case, what’s the story? Israel’s Minister of the Interior awoke one 

morning and decided that Christians in Palestine are not Arabs, and therefore, you are 

not Arabs. Well, then what are we? You are Arameans. And so, one morning last 

September, more than 130,000 people, Palestinian Christians, woke up within the 

occupied territories of 1948 [sic] and found themselves excluded from Arabism in 

favor of Aramean nationality.
3
 

 

Panorama Newspaper, November 7, 2014 

Manal Moussa from Deir al-Asad [in the Galilee], who competed on Arab Idol 

[broadcast in Lebanon], responds to her critics:
4
 “You should be ashamed of 

yourselves … I have not served in the army, nor has my father … In my entire life I 

have never seen my father’s tears except during the war [last summer] in Gaza … 

Where were all those people when we were arrested in Kishon prison [after their 

return from Lebanon, for suspicion of illegally travelling to an enemy state] and we 

went from interrogation to interrogation?” 

                                                
3 This is a reference to inclusion of Aramean nationality in the list of nationalities recognized by the 

Interior Ministry for identity card purposes. 

4 Critics claimed that Manal Moussa served in the IDF and that her father is a military man, after her 

pictures and those of her Arab Idol competitor, Haytham Khalaila from Majd al-Krum in the Galilee, 

were published with former Druze MK Ayoub Kara, who is a reserve major and a disabled IDF 

veteran. 


